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High frequency radio communications are often

disrupted by solar activity which causes sudden

ionospheric disturbances followed by ionospheric

storms which may be recurrent in nature. These

disturbances of the earth's atmosphere result from

changes in the state of ionization of the ionosphere

and in the structure of the ionized layers. The

ionization change is produced by the impact of

X-ray radiation and of charged particle emission

from the sun. Although much research has been done

in atmospheric physics, the onset of these ionos-

pheric disturbances cannot be predicted with com-

plete accuracy.

Impact on High Frequency Communications

Regardless of the source, ionospheric ionization

changes disrupt many long distance communication

circuits which utilize reflections from the ionos-

phere. A communication circuit may be disrupted

by several changes in the ionosphere structure but

the most frequent causes are increased signal

absorption (higher losses) and radical changes in

ionospheric layers, resulting in changes of layer

height and increased multipath propagation.

Changes in layer height influence the useful

range of frequencies for a particular communication

path. Consequently, accuracy of information on

ionospheric layer heights is reflected in the accu-

racy of predictions of usable frequencies for any

specific propagation path. The most widely used

technique for collection data on ionospheric layer

heights has been vertical incidence sounding. For

many years, sweep frequency pulse sounders have

been used in a vertical incidence mode to measure

and record the vertical incidence critical frequency

and the effective height of the various layers of the

ionosphere, as a function of frequency. Through

relatively complex mathematical calculations, these

measurements can be translated to usable frequen-

cies over an oblique communication path.

Because vertical sounders cannot be operated at

the reflection points of all conceivable communica-

tion circuits, the results of a few vertical sounders

must be extrapolated to cover large areas of the

earth. However, this procedure seriously degrades

the accuracy of the results. Converting vertical

incidence ionospheric data to usable oblique com-

munication frequencies is sufficiently complex and

its use so widespread that specialized computer

programs have been developed to perform the com-

putations. To a limited extent, automated long-term

frequency prediction capabilities have existed for

some time. Several agencies publish such informa-

tion for a number of communication paths. It is

usually presented in terms of median values of

maximum usable frequencies for a specific calendar

month, plotted on a 24-hour scale.

The processes involved in deriving these pre-

dictions are presently combined into a composite

computer program which was developed by National

Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, under a

Bureau of Ships project. The computer input con-

sists of data representing the adjusted averages of

many solar and geophysical phenomena which affect

radio frequency propagation via the ionosphere as

well as data on antenna and communication equip-
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Oblique Sounder System Tests

The Bureau has recently completed procurement,

installation, engineering testing and evaluation of

two commercial oblique sounder systems. One sys-

tem was installed and operated between Washington

and Honolulu and the other between Washington and

several ships operating in the Atlantic. The test

and evaluation of these systems in parallel with

Navy communication circuits established that the

oblique sounder system could provide reliable prop-

agation data on an up-to-the-minute continuous

basis for use by communication circuit controllers

in selecting operating frequencies.

The experience gained in these tests was used

to the fullest extent in developing interim oblique

sounder system standards for the Defense Communi-

cation Agency, covering system parameters and

characteristics of a worldwide common user radio

transmission sounder system (CURTS). The test

also served as a basis for system specifications

to be used in developing militarized equipment for

Navy operational evaluation. The appropriate plans

and procurement action have been initiated to pursue

this development without delay.

Propagation Quality Figure

Obviously, there are many potential operational

applications of the propagation data provided by an

oblique sounder system. Figure 3 shows the pos-

sible location of Navy operated sounder transmitter

sites in a worldwide sounder network. One potential

use for sounder data would be to derive, display and

disseminate a propagation quality figure to indicate

the status of ionospheric propagation conditions.

This quality figure would provide a direct indica-

tion of the status of available frequency range as

normal, less than normal or greater than normal,

and it would indicate the degree of deviation from

normal conditions.

Figure 4 is a simplified functional block diagram

of the system under consideration. Fundamentally,

the system would use a shore-based oblique inci-

dence sounder receiver properly synchronized to

receive sounder transmissions in a time sequential

manner from a quantity, for example up to ten, of

appropriately located sounder transmitters. Figure

5 shows a true-distance, true-azimuth representa-

tion of particular paths that would terminate in

Hawaii. The MOF-LOF output data from the sounder

receiver would be digitalized and automatically and

continuously compared with standard 15 or 30 day

maximum useful frequency (MUF)â lowest useful

frequency (LUF) predictions for the respective

propagation path. The result would be a real-time

output, representative of the deviations from the

standard predictions. These deviations could be

represented by positive or negative numerical

values or by deviations above or below a fixed

level, such as level five. Figure 6 is a comparison

of predicted MUF and the measured MOF for two

days on the Washington-Honolulu sounder path

during July 1963.

When the deviations are averaged over a finite

period of time, the resulting output should be an

excellent indication of the actual propagation con-

ditions at that particular time, on that particular

path. As the comparisons and measurements are

made on additional propagation paths, on other

azimuthal bearings, a more complete presentation

of propagation conditions is obtained. Assuming

that measurements are made on at least four ap-
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Figure 4 Functional block diagram.

Figure 5. Sounder paths terminating in Hawaii*
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